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Motivation

Motivation
“One of the biggest impediments to further development of empirical research on intertemporal allocation seems to be the lack
of good longitudinal data on expenditures and/or saving.”
– Browning and Leth-Petersen (2003)

Long-run and dis-aggregated consumption data are hard to find
Unfortunately, consumption (+ time use) best measure of welfare
Common to use survey-based measures (eg. CEX, PSID, HRS)
Recently, access to financial services (eg. JPMorgan, TurboTax)
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Motivation

Alternative: Administrative Records
Some countries have detailed annual administrative data on income
and assets
Income tax registry
earned income
capital income
realized capital gains/losses

Wealth tax registry
ideally detailed household balance sheet/portfolio

Additional non-tax registries
Universal (eg. no top-coding), individualized, long-ish panels,
presumably accurate
Most commonly used are Denmark, Norway, and Sweden
Can sometimes link with other sources via SSN
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Motivation

Imputing Consumption: Basic Idea
Can use snapshots of income and asset to impute individual
annual consumption
With sufficiently detailed data, budgets have to balance and
consumption is the residual of the (simplified) budget constraint
Wt = (1 + rtp )Wt−1 + Et − Ct


→ Ct = Et + rp · Wt−1 − ∆Wt
expenditures = earned income + net financial income (dis-saving)
Ct :
Et :
Wt :
rtp :
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consumption expenditures during period t
net earned income and transfers during period t (eg. salary)
end-of-period non-human portfolio wealth (eg. as of Dec 31)
portfolio return during period t

Motivation

This Paper: Imputation Error from Financial Assets
Difficult to get high-quality data on E, W and rp

→ admin records!

However, potential imputation errors due to incompleteness in
administrative (asset) records remains:
Substantial amounts of intra-year trading occur with public equity,
and portfolio growth is very volatile
Few admin data have complete intra-year trades/transactions
(exception: Eika Mogstad Vestad 2017)
→ Even with comprehensive annual snapshots, imputing equity
gains/losses is often not straightforward
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Motivation

Preview of Results
We focus on the contribution of financial assets to imputation error
(assuming other inputs are well measured in annual admin data)
We analyze 6 imputation methods, which differ by data requirements
We find:
1. Mean/median error often near zero
2. Significant errors for many types of imputation methods remains
Errors over 5-10% of annual income are common in both directions
Errors correlated with many aggregate statistics (eg. home prices)
as well as individual wealth/income
Errors most severe at top of income/wealth distribution

We suggest ways to minimize impact of imputation errors
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Data

Data
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Data

Retail Investment Account Data
Transaction-level retail investor data from major German bank
Random sample of +100k investors from 2004-2015
Restrict to individuals who likely use only this bank

Daily transactions and monthly financial asset positions
(volume and price)
Additional demographics (age, gender, etc.)
Sample is not representative of German population
(< 50% have brokerage account)
... but representative of ‘active’ retail investors
... higher-income & wealthier, more male, etc.
(similar to sample in Barber and Odean 2000)
... highly relevant for work on inequality
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

Imputing Consumption
&
Assessing Measurement Error
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

Our Approach

Accounting for portfolio growth between years vs. between trades
→ important distinction for budget constraint residual

When no trades during year, everything is easy!
But many investors turn over 25-50% of portfolio each year!
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

3 Equivalent Ways to Impute Consumption
1. ‘Flow’ approach
Ct = CItnet − Stnet + Etnet
= CFt0 At−1 − Pt0 ∆At − F eest + (Et − T axest )
CItnet = CFt0 At−1 − T axCI
− T axW
t
t = net capital income
Stnet = Pt0 ∆At + T axCG
+
F
eest = net active saving
t
Etnet = Et − T axE
t = net earned income
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3. ‘Return’ approach (doesn’t require A and P separately, only W )
Ct = rtp · Wt−1 − ∆Wt − F eest + (Et − T axest )
CFt : vector of cash flows from assets (eg. dividends) during t
Pt : vector of asset prices at end of period t
At : vector of portfolio assets and liabilities
Wt : financial wealth, Wt = Pt0 At
E
CI
CG
+ T axW
11 T axest : total taxes, T axt + T axt + T axt
t

(3)

Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

Intra-Year Trading

Important:
These equations only hold between two trades! (= ‘period’)
With intra-year trading, need to integrate over all trading dates, tn
Ct =

Nt
X



CFt0n Atn−1 − Pt0n ∆Atn − F eest + (Et − T axest )

n=1
t0 : January 1
tn : intra-year trading date
tNt : December 31
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(4)

Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

‘Financial Consumption’
Focus on contribution of financial portfolio to imputation error,
which we call ‘FinCon’:
F inCont ≡ Ct − RealCont − CashCont − (Et − T axest )
=

=

=

(5)

Nt
X


CFt0n Atn−1 − Pt0n ∆Atn − F eest
n=1
Nt
X
n=1
Nt
X




CFt0n Atn−1 + ∆Pt0n Atn−1 − ∆Wt − F eest

rtpn · Wtn−1 − ∆Wt − F eest .

n=1

Why? Because these items are typically well measured in admin data
and we don’t observe them (well) in our data
RealCon: contribution of real assets (eg. home) to imputed consumption
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CashCon: contribution of cash

Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

Sources of Error
(i) Missing or incomplete trading fees
Admin data typically don’t have fees

(ii) Missing or incomplete cash flows from assets (eg. dividends)
(iii) Missing intra-year transaction (gains or losses)
(iv) Price errors in intra-year portfolio changes
(v) Incorrect assumptions about portfolio composition and returns
(vi) Neglecting portfolio growth altogether
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Sources of Error
(i) Missing or incomplete trading fees
Admin data typically don’t have fees

(ii) Missing or incomplete cash flows from assets (eg. dividends)
(iii) Missing intra-year transaction (gains or losses)
(iv) Price errors in intra-year portfolio changes
(v) Incorrect assumptions about portfolio composition and returns
(vi) Neglecting portfolio growth altogether
Define imputation error from portfolio contribution to Ct :
bt − Ct
t = F\
inCont − F inCont = C
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

bt − Ct
Imputation Errors, t = C
We analyze 6 types of imputations (from most to least data intense):
(i)

(i) No trading fees: t = F eest
P
(ii)
(ii) No cash flows: t = − n CFt0n Atn−1
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

(i) Neglecting Trading Fees Overestimates Consumption
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

(ii) Neglecting Cash Flows Underestimates Consumption
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

(iii) Neglecting Intra-Year Gross Trades
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Imputing Consumption & Measurement Error

(v) Just Using Market Returns
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What Drives Imputation Errors?
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Implications of Imputation Error

Are imputation errors classical measurement error?
Is this just a matter of precision or also bias?
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

(i) No Trading Fees: Diff. Across Groups & Periods
Box plots show error relative to individual annual income, it /Ēi
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Note: upper ‘adjacent value’ is closest obs to 3rd quartile + 1.5 × inter-quartile-range

What Drives Imputation Errors?

(i) No Trading Fees: Things to Note
Error relatively small, both average and dispersion
inter-quartile range ∼1% of income
fees seem bigger issue for wealth accumulation than cons. flow

Higher income have smaller error relative to income
trading fees have a large fixed cost component

Women have smaller errors than males
women trade less frequently, consistent with previous literature
however, difference is economically small

Little difference across market conditions
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

(iii) No Gross Trades: Diff. Across Groups & Periods
Box plots show error relative to individual annual income, it /Ēi
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Note: upper ‘adjacent value’ is closest obs to 3rd quartile + 1.5 × inter-quartile-range

What Drives Imputation Errors?

(iii) No Gross Trades: Things to Note
Substantial amount of error!
both over- and underestimate consumption significantly
inter-quartile range ∼3%
top and bottom 10% error is around 5-10% of annual income!
however, fairly centered around zero

Again, large differences across income, but also by gender
more frequent trading (relative to income)

Now, down markets show much bigger spread
market volatility increases in down markets
retail investors bad at timing market, consistent with prev. lit
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

(v) Market Return: Diff. Across Groups & Periods
Box plots show error relative to individual annual income, it /Ēi
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Note: upper ‘adjacent value’ is closest obs to 3rd quartile + 1.5 × inter-quartile-range

What Drives Imputation Errors?

(v) Market Return: Things to Note

Error gets even larger when assuming market returns
inter-quartile range ∼12%!

Moreover, median errors are now positive
retail investors underperform market!
hold undiversified portfolios

Similar pattern across groups as before
under-performance bigger in up markets
DAX not a good proxy for average portfolio, which also contains
bonds
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Implications of Imputation Error

Are imputation errors classical measurement error?
Is this just a matter of precision or also bias?

Next:
1. Check across different subgroups of data
Are these errors bigger or more skewed?

2. Check whether errors are correlated with other common covariates
Use regressions to test for systematic error patterns
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Significant Correlation with Business Cycles

1 SD increase in mkt return (HP) increases error by 0.5-2% (0.25-5%) of income
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Significant Correlation with Business Cycles

Most of this is driven by stock market and house prices
asset markets are correlated, hence also indiv. portfolio return
→ upward bias if we estimate MPC out of housing wealth
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Variation Across Individual Characteristics

Individual characteristics:
Trading Activity
Wealth
Income
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Higher Absolute Error Among Heavy Traders

Doubling portfolio turnover increases spread by ∼1.5%
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Trading and Imputation Error

Individuals who trade the most are the most difficult to impute
consumption for!
Easy to screw up gains/prices/fees/dividends
For buy-and-hold individuals, imputation of consumption is more
accurate
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Error Much More Pronounced Among Wealthy

20% DAX return (∼1SD) associated with ↑ (v) of 8% of income in 5th Q,
but only 0.2-0.7% in bottom two quintiles
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What Drives Imputation Errors?

Errors Within Individual Increase with Income

Small effect on estimated income-MPC since stock market not very
35

correlated with income in Germany in this period, 2004-2015.

Recommendation

Recommendations for Researchers
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Recommendation

Recommended Corrective Steps

1. Get more data, especially intra-year transactions
(Example: Eika Mogstad Vestad 2017)
If this is not possible, we recommend the following:
2. Control for frequent traders or measures of individual risk-taking
3. Control for stock market behavior and business cylce
4. Focus on lower end of income/wealth distribution
(eg. below 90th percentile)
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Conclusion

Conclusion
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Conclusion

Conclusion
Measurement error in imputed consumption form financial wealth
can range between minimal to substantial
Important to consider market growth during period of study
More of an issue:
for wealthier individuals
for frequent traders
for men
in down markets

Thanks!
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